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abstraCt:.This.paper.highlights.John.Stuart.Mill’s.views.on.the.problem.of.gender.














John Stuart Mill as Feminist: Biographical Context
Although.contemporary.feminist.reflection.on.the.tradition.of.European.
philosophical. thinking. is. quite. heterogeneous. and. richly. differentiated,.





Aristotle’s. description. of. the. female. as. a. deformed.male),. and. various.
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forms.of.sexism.and.androcentrism.identifiable.in.the.Western.philosophi-
cal.canon ..Of.course,.considering.the.extreme.diversity.of.what.we.call.
“the. philosophical. canon”,. any. universalising. judgement.would. clearly.
represent.a.simplification ..Nonetheless,.it.seems.that.it.is.hardly.possible.













emancipation.of.women.was. systematic. and.continuous .. It. is. also.very.
important.to.note.that.he.worked.on.this.issue.not.only.theoretically.and.
philosophically,.but.also.as.a.publicist.and.politician ..As.is.well.known,.
Mill.was. not. a. typical. academic. philosopher. and. scientist,. and. did. not.
regard.his.activities.as.mere.theorising ..Rather,.he.was.a.“public.man”,.an.
enthusiastic.participant.in.public.and.political.debates.concerning.various.






jection. and. discrimination. and. for. civil. and. political. rights,. especially.
women’s. suffrage,. as.well. as. social. and.political. reforms. aimed. at. im-
proving. their. situation ..He.cooperated. and. regularly. corresponded.with.
several.women’s. rights. activists,. including.Elisabeth.C ..Stanton,. leader.
of.the.first.organised.women’s.movement.in.the.USA.and.author.of.the.
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that.husbands,.through.their.right.to.vote,.served.as.the.protectors.of.their.


























priorities. of. their. thoughts. and.writings ..They.met. in. 1830,.when.Har-
riet.was.married. to. John.Taylor ..Her. intimate. friendship.with.Mill.was.
a.source.of.much.criticism;.the.restrictiveness.of.Victorian.morality.made.
their. relationship.suspect ..Their.disgust.at. the.ostracism. they. faced.due.
to.their.close.relationship.may.be.recognised.in.the.criticism.of.cultural.
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working.together.on.Mill’s.Autobiography and.On Liberty. Harriet.died.
only.seven.years.after.their.marriage,.and.The Subjection of Women.was.
published.after.her.death .
Mill on the Subjection of Women





















and.Mill. declares. that. this. “relic. of. the. past. is. discordant.with. the. fu-





progresses ..This.progress. implies. the.development.of.reason.which,.ac-
cording.to.Mill,.is.the.same.in.either.sex ..Hence.the.subjection.of.women.
in.an.advanced.society.has.no.other.basis.than.habit.or.custom,.both.of.












































sides,.and.conducive. to. the.happiness.of.both,.but. it. is. the.only.means.of.
rendering. the.daily. life. of.mankind,. in. any.high. sense,. a.school. of.moral.
cultivation ..(Mill,.1984:.294)






















obstacle. to.social.and.individual. improvement,. to.prosperity.and.happi-
ness:. the. subjection. of.women. “dries. up. […]. the. principal. fountain. of.

























1981:. 113–145) .. In. short,.Mill’s. argumentation. is. bound. to. two. funda-












nation.recurs.repeatedly.in.The Subjection of Women ..(Shanley,.2000:.400)




them.when.examining. the.advantages.of. improving.women’s. status. for.
the.whole.of. society ..His.question.cui bono?. and. the. answers.he.gives.
are,.in.some.sense,.highly.similar.to.the.arguments.found.in.contemporary.
discourse.on,.for.example,.women’s.representation.in.politics.or.decision-
making.positions ..When.speaking.of. these. issues,. it. is.very.common.to.
appeal.to.the.usefulness.of.a.higher.representation.of.women.in.politics,.
arguing.that.they.could.bring.to.this.sphere.different.values.or.attitudes,.
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Many. of. Mill’s. views. on. women’s. social. position. and. status. are.
relevant. today;. this. is. true.even. from. the.viewpoint.of. current. feminist.
philosophy ..These. include.Mill’s. thoughts. on. issues. like. the. source. of.
women’s.subjection,.the.difference.between.women.and.men,.the.origins.
and.nature.of.such.differences,.and.so.on ..Although.I.cannot.agree.with.


























later.by.second-wave.feminism,.i .e ..the.theory.of.sexual.difference ..How-
ever,. it. should.be. stressed. that.with. regard. to. the.question.of.women’s.
emancipation.and.gender.equality,.Mill’s.position.is.clearly.a.liberal.one .
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eral.feeling”.(Mill,.1984:.263).with.regard.to.the.natural.place.of.women.
and.men.and.the.natural.character.of.the.inequality.existing.between.them,.






































who.alone.can. really.know. it,.women. themselves,.have.given.but. little.
testimony,.and.that.little,.mostly.suborned”.(Mill,.1984:.278) .
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(masculinist). view. that. assigns.women’s. traditional.work. and. activities.
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3 .. The. third. target. in. contemporary. feminist. criticism. of. Mill. is.
























the. family,.but. expressly.considered. them. to.be. suitable.and.desirable”.
(Okin,.1979:.237) ..It.would.seem.that.his.emphasis.on.the.importance.of.
legal. and.political. equality,. on. equality.before. the. law,.makes.him. less.
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are. the.necessary.but.not. the. sufficient. conditions.of.women’s. emanci-
pation ..In.this.sense,.current.criticism.of.Mill’s.overoptimistic.and.quite.



















Mill. considered. the. principle. of. equality. to. be. a.moral. imperative,.
while.the.division.of.labour.was.an.empirical.matter,.one.which.might.be.
altered.according.to.actual.conditions.and.experience ..Whether.we.accept.
such. an. interpretation,. or. adopt. a.more. critical. stance. regarding.Mill’s.




ity. as. articulated. in. this. essay. remains.one.of. the.philosophically.most.
interesting.formulations.of.liberal.feminist.thought .
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